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Toward a priori selection of ellipsometry angles and
wavelengths using a high performance semantic database

F.K. Urban III*, David Barton

Department of Elactncal antl Computer Engineeing, ECS 347. Florida lntemational UniLvrsitl*. Miami, FL 33199, USA

Abstract

Modern ellipsometers only barely resemble those of only a decade ago. In situ measurements are commonly spectroscoPic

and ex situ investigations frequently acid an additional variable, incidence angle. In either case. the number of measurements

for an analysis can be 10000 or more. Experience in a recent international round robin experiment showed no particular

agreement in the selection of angles and wavelengths. Selecting a fewer number of 'good' angles of incidence and wavelengths

is important because at the same time it would reduce the measurement time, reduce computational load and improve the

solutions. Currently we choose to say 'good' points have high 'resolution' (a change in the desired parameter results in a

measurable change in measured parameters) and a solvable 'condition' (the inverse Hessian matrix is well conditioned for

variably damped least squares). In this work, values of resolution and condition are Simulated for approximately 1000 points in

wavelength-angle space fbr a large number of sample configurations and materials (over 10000). These results are stored in a

high performance semantic database which can be more than a Gigabyte. Three-dimensional images of the data and movies

over thickness, for example, can be pulled from the database in real time allowing selection of incidence angles and

wavelengths for an analysis. @ 1998 Published by Elsevier Science S.A'

Ke)ryvords: Ellipsometry angles; Wavelengths; Resolution; Condition; High performance semantic database
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1. Introduction

In the last decade the number of measurements
taken for investigation of a single 'spot' on a reflect-
ing surface has increased by many orders of magni-
tude. And as spatial resolution and temporal resolu-
tion continue to improve, the number of measure-
ments per investigation will increase many orders of
magnitude more. The increased data are leading to
improved understanding of reflecting surfaces and of
the ellipsometry technique itself. For example, it is

now being aggressively commercialized as a real-time
in situ process control sensor for thin film deposition
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and etching. The increased data also help to distin-
guish between complicated candidate reflecting sur-

face models (including multiple layers, surface and

interface roughness and media anisotropy).
The fact that many problems of ellipsometry can be

solved with just a few measurements then raises the

question of how much data is enough. A.lthough the

large data sets have had an important role in advanc-

ing the technique, perhaps they can be 'too big' [1i.

An oversized data set is a burden both during mea-

surement and for numerical anaiysis. Besides taking
longer to acquire and compute, the over-large data

set raises another, more subtle danger; not all data

contribute in a positive way to the solution.
Resolution is defined in the usual way as the power

of the technique to sense changes in the parameters

of interest. Condition is defined as the mathematical
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condition of the inverse Hessian natrix (seconcl

derivative matrix) used in the variablv damped least

squares (VDLS or Levenber-s-lvlarquardt) solution
nrethod. This matru is square rvith the number of
rorvs and colunrns equal to the nun.rber of variables to
be solved. If the matrix is singular, the condition is

infinite and no solution is possible (non-independent
equations). It is also very important to check to see

how close the matrix is to being singular. If the matrix
is close to being singular. the condition is not infinite
but is very large compared to measurement error and
computer truncation error. Such a system of equa-
tions is ill-posed and, although it can be solved. mean-
ingful solutions do not result (for example 2 +:l).
Inclusion of poorly conditioned systems of equations
(i.e. a large condition) cannot help solution speed and
accuracy.

Previous rvork considered only the condition of the
simplest system of equations, film thickness and index
real part, computed at each anqle and wavelength [1].
The work here considers the more complicated situa-
tion of parameterizing the optical properties and solv-
ing for the parameters which describe the properties
as a function of light wavelength.

2. Experimental

Samples were prepared at Pacific Northwest Natio-
nal Laboratory in a round robin erperiment [2]. Raw
data collected in the measurements were in good
agreement although there were a wide range of dif-
l'erent measurement angles and rvavelengths selected
by each group. However, the modeline approaches
were different as each group selected their own fa-
vorite model. Consequently the reported film thick-
ness and optical properties were only in reasonable
agreement.

Computational experiments were run on an IBM
Personal Computer using Matlab for its ease of visu-
alization t3]. All computrtions were made for
angle-warvelength space over 26 wavelengths (3-10,

.160,... 840 nm) and 38 incidence angles (10. 11.... 84')
for a total of 988 points. Resolution plots were ap-
proximated numericallv in lwo wavs for comperison.
Both used the relation dy / dx = [y(x r) - r'( i', +
tx)l/( -Ax)inwhich _y is either'lr or I and .r is the
reflecting surf'ace variable, such as thickness or index
of refraction. In the first method .\-r was I nm for
thickness and 0.01 for the index of refraction and
extinction coelficient. In the second method Ax was

set to 27o of the value of each variable. Both allowed
visualization of the regions in angle-wavelength space

tbr which the resolution and condition were best. the

main diff-erence being the avoidance of division by

small numbers in the first method. Pseudtlcolor plots

were generated and movies over liim thicknc-ss. ir', rn1

0 to loss of infbrmation or -r00 nm. wlticlrer,er cllntc
first. The movies can tre stopped at each tlrickness iitr
examination. They cannot be rcproduced here but are

available else rvhere 1.

3. Theory

In the round robin experiment the model fitting
qvpically wJS rrccomplished bv the common variubl_v

damped least squares method (Levenberq-
Marquardt). Briefly this solv'ing alsorithm finds
parameters. such as filnr thickness (21) and opticll
properties (n and k) which minimize the nrean square

error (lv[.S.E.) betrveen measured and computed data,

such as ellipsometric. reflectance and transnrittancc
values shown below:
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The summations ere over all measured data from I
to i. The .,'alue of N is thc total number of e llipsome-
ter measurcments and M is the total rrunrber of
ellipsonretry fitting paranletcrs. A more detailed dis-

cussion of these methods and detcrmination of the

attendant crrors can be,fbund in the literature []].
The usual solution process is to hrst consider that

thc function to be fitted can t-.e approxirnated bv a

quadratic fornr:

yr(a)=y-d.a+la'D a

'"vhere a is the vector of unkntlwn reflecting surface
parameters. d is an rl,1-vector and D is an .i,1 x .1'1

matrix (the second derivative matrix or Hessian ma-

trix). Close to the solution we cau firrd adjustments to
the solution vector. a. which u,ill result in one jump to
the solution (well-approximated resion)

r.in:a.,, * D-r [-V.yr(a^",.)] I r,

If the estimate. r.ur, is far from the solution (.yl is

large) then the approximation is not i.ls go()d and Ec1.

(i) will not go to the solution immediately but instead
the curve mLrst be followed by taking a reduccd step
in the dircction,lt dccreusinq 1l as lilllows:

lTo be nraintlined us long:rs;lossiblc ilt 1l)c:lutll()r's rvcll site

currcntly at URL http:,./,'www.cng.liu.ccluT't(. [7. sclcct F;rcullv

and lrrartk LJlharr. Instructions lor viewitr:{ lLntl :rcccss;tvltilablc ltt

fhc sitc

(1)
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In all cases, near the solutions it is necessary to solve

Eq. G) which means the condition of the Hessian

^it 
o, D (same as the condition of its inverse D-r),

nust be 'sufficiently small' but not too small to be

reliably solved. In principal, the limiting usable values

of condition depend on the truncation error of the

particular computer and on experimental error in a

particular measurement, whichever is limiting. For
the discussion following we concentrate on the rela-

dve condition.
The perceptive reader will also notice that non-zero

solutions to Eq. (3) (that moves toward a 1r mini-
murn) will also require the gradient of 1: to be finite.
This condition seems to be taken care of by the fact
that the resolution is 'good' where the derivatives in
the gradient are non-zero so this will not be discussed

further here. Also, in this case of ellipsometry there

will be V(a) and A(a), rwo distinct functions rather
than one. The availability of these two functions pro-
vides choices on how to pose the equation for X? for
maximum benefit. For example, it is possible to use

multiple measurements but only the equations for A

or only for V. Details of this method can be found in
Numerical Recipes and a description ol the non-lin-
ear solving algorithm in the literature [5].

The values of film optical properties can be
parameterized with respect to Iight wavelength in
various ways. For the work here the following choice
was used:

n( Ll : A,, + 8,,/ A: + C,,/ Ar

and

k(I) : Ak + Bk/ A1 + Ck/ 14 (6)

but the approach will work for any choice. For these
equations the determination of the six parameters
(A,,, Bn, C,, Ar, Bk, Ck) determines the optical
properties over the selected wavelength range which
in the previous publication was coveredby 26 values
of ir and k for a total of 52 numerical values [1].

4. Results and discussion

Fig. I is a plot of approximate derivatives of 9 with
respect to A,,, Bn, Cn (from Eq. (5)) and film thick-
ness, d, for a 60-nm thick ZrO, film. The approxima-
tions are the change in V resulting from a 2Vo change
in each parameter. Because these values vary over
orders of magnitude and run between negative and
positive numbers, log,,, of the absolute value is plot-
ted here. This figure can be read as a plot of where
the ellipsometer value rP is sensitive to variations in

4t0 800 8m
''vavelength inm)

'og1p( 
ldf /uC;rli d = 60 nm r

-Boi n-6 i Hrg:t 
H.. -i 
l'"rercl li1; '"t t !

,i -.lcO 680 800
wav8lenglh {rm)

4m 600 Et[r
wavelength (nm)

Fig. 1. Log,,, of the absolute value of the zrpproximate derivatives

ol V with respect to A,,,8,,, C, (from Eq. (5)) and film thickness,
d. for a 60-nm thick ZrO, film. The approximations are the change
in V resulting from a ?Vo change in each parameter.

each parameter. Darker areas correspond to greater
sensitivity and white corresponds to sensitiviry below
the measurement limit of 0.01" (perhaps optimisti-
cally). Thus the figure shows where there is sufficient
resolution since - 2: [log,u(0.01)] for changes of the
parameters of 2Vo. These data are much easier to
visualize in color and in top view as can be seen
elsewhere (see author's web siter). Fig. 2 shows the
similar derivatives of A with respect to the same
parameters. Note that there are more areas of mea-
surable resolution and that the resolution for A is

generally greater than that for 9 in the case of this
particular reflecting surface. Other conventions for
derivative approximations and resolution limits gave

different numerical results but preserved the generai
shape of the derivative surfaces. Derivative with re-
spect to the k parameters were not taken since k was

taken to be zero for this analysis by one of the
authors (F.K.U.) in the round robin experiment [2].

Not surprisingly, Figs. 1 and 2 show that the ranges

of 'good' resolution are not the same for the eight
derivatives and seven parameters. Dividing the
angle-wavelength space into sensitive (derivative >
0.01') and insensitive ( < 0.01') and overlaying leads to
Fig. 3. This figure shows the points for which all
derivatives are sensitive. Each point is labeled with an

'x'. It is interesting that wavelengths longer than 540

nm are not useful to the overall problem. It is less

surprising that the usable range of incidence angles

runs between 46' and 82' using this algorithm for
selecting the overall useful region. There is a gap at

460 nm for lower angles and at 380 nm for larger

angles.
In principle, measurements made at the labeled
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Fig. L Log,,, ol thc abstrlurc value tlf the approxiilute dcrivatircs
ol -\ rvith respect to .,1,,- 8,,. C,, (from Eq. (-5)) and lilm thickness.
1. tirr a 60-nm thick ZrO" hlm, Thc approximations are thc changc
in tlr rcsultin.q from a lfi changc in each paranretcr.

points woLlld have sensitivity to all desired parante-
ters. Hr>wcver. not all of these points provide useful
information to the numerical processing solution ol
the probiem. In principle. a minimum of oniv four of
thcse measurcments would be required to determine
up to eight rcel number unknowns ('"ve have seven).

So the task is to rem()ve mcirsuremcnt points that do
not contribute to irnproving the condition of the Hes-
sian. Somc measurenrents actuallv make it \\,orsc.

Tl.ris rvas accomplished by removing the measLlrc-
mcnts one by one and checking to sec if thvir plcs-
cnce contributed significontly to the condition. lt rvas

noted that removal of manv of thc measurements
commonlv raised (r.vorsened) the condition a f'erv per-
cent, an ilmount not likely to bother the accurao, of
the solutions ir.r a meaningful wa1,. Other rcmr)r'al
resulted in a markcd decrease (improvement) in thc
condition indicating tlrat thev clearl_v should be re-
moved. The removal algorithm could be researched in
itself. consisting of all kinds of combinatorial possibil-
ities. For simplicitv. the tbllowing algorithm was

ackrpteci. Points were removed one at a time and the
condition checked. If the condition got better on
rem()val (went down) or worscned only slightly (went

up 1092, or less) tlren the point was eliminated from
the analvsis. This proccss was continued until ail
points \ ,cre considercd oncc. Whilc this did not result
in sclccting the lour'[)cst points'it did rcsult in thc
sclcction of lar lclver points. lr out of ll-1. Aiter thc
rcmoval. tiic condition was rpproximatcl_v the samc
(3.6 /. l0s bcfi)rc vs. J.-i, l(l; irite r) rvhilc tlrc meu-
surcmcnI and conrpututional load rlroppcd by arr or-
dcr ol'rllrgnitucle.

6u0 /00

rvavelength (nm)

i- Plot of points tirr which l'i chenses in all parametcrr lirc
to absoiutc chunscs in ,f and I which excecd {).t)l'.

Fig. -l shows the points alier removal tbr the 60-nm
thick ZrO. frlm on fused silica. The darker rectangles

correspond to tl're region of overall good resolution.
Points rcrnaining following the rcmoval proces.s are

circled as befbre. A similar plot ior an 80-nm thick
film of the same materials shor.vs quite diffcre nt set of
remaining points. This suugests that ii a tilm were

expccted in the 60-E0 nm range the selected points

should include either both sets shown or some iosical
subsct tll them.

5. Conclusions

In the following. tlre m:rjor conclusions of this work
are enumerated.

1. Expressinu filrn optical properties in parameter-
ized equation lorm. the resolution of ellipsometry
measurements t0 the equation paramctcrs and

film thickness varies over ordcrs of magnitude
througlrout the angle*rvavelcngth space normally
used for variable angle spectroscopic measure-
ments.

2. Numerical approximaticins of thc derivatives of
the measured parametcrs 1l/ and I can be plotted
over this space to clcarly show rcgions ol desir-

able rcsolution.
3. Thc systcms ()f cllipsomctry equations lor

parantctcrizcd ntocicls arc such tllat paramcter
inclcpenclcncc is not quuranlcccl. Thc wtlrk here

de nrrlnstrates l nrcth()d lilr evitlulrting the condi-
tirrn ol thc Hcssirtn lintl sclccting the bcst anglcs

iurd wlrvclcngths lirr c()rnpu tlrt io n:rl ttccu rltcv.
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Fig. 4. Plot of the remaining points resulting in a good condition of
the Hessian following removal of poinrs which either made the
condition worse or had little effect on it (< l}cic). Film thickness is

.60 nm.

4. It is possible to reduce the number of measure-
ments to on the order of 10 and in principle to
four for a system of seven unknowns.

5. The work here suggests that smaller,
sometry data sets can be identified
result in less measurement time and
rate results.
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